Mäten Register 6 Pins In 38-5 Win Over Poly

The Great Dane bulls led to their winning ways last Saturday when they completely overwhelmed Polytechnic Poly, 91-79, in an away match. It was Dane's third straight win for their competitors, as the team regrouped and sailed into one of the most important contests in the wrestling team's history.

Stokes found the going rough as they struggled to overcome the strong Poly opposition. The team continued to work together, fighting until the bitter end. The Danes' strong offense was finally rewarded when they finally broke away from the tough Poly opposition.

Dane Cagers Split in Two Games, Face Plattsburgh At Home. Tonight

Albany State's Great Dane basketball squad split in two games over the weekend, as they edged Cortland State, 70-69, in an away game Friday night, and then lost to a big, strong Phoenix College quintet, 81-74, in another away contest Saturday night.

The Danes' come-from-behind victory over Cortland State was a thrilling win that earned the Sauersmen their second straight year and bowled the Danes split two games over the weekend, topping Cortland for 4. McCloat Potter 181 plus '22

The Danes' defense came into full swing against the Phoenix quintet, as they held the visitors to just 74 points. McCloat Potter, who scored 181, led the Danes in scoring, while McCloat Potter 181 plus '22.

2. John Wilkey 184 plus 14
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Glen Accreditation
The School of Library Science at State University, Albany has been granted accreditation by the American Library Association. The decision to grant Glen Accreditation was made by the American Library Association's Accreditation Committee, which has the authority to grant or deny accreditation to libraries and library programs. The accreditation process is designed to ensure that libraries and library programs meet certain standards of excellence and quality. Glen Accreditation is a significant milestone for the School of Library Science, as it is the first time that the program has been granted this level of recognition. The accreditation process involved a comprehensive evaluation of the program's curriculum, faculty, and resources, as well as an assessment of its performance and impact. The School of Library Science is committed to maintaining its high standards of excellence and will continue to strive for excellence in all aspects of its work. The accreditation decision is a testament to the hard work and dedication of the faculty and staff, as well as the support of the students and the university administration. The School of Library Science is grateful for the support of all those who have contributed to this achievement and will continue to work towards the goal of providing the highest quality education and service to its students and the community.
JUNIOR WEEKEND: THE CROWNING POINT OF TWO AND A HALF YEARS AT STATE

Class Events Recalled, Rivalry, Skit, Motels

The next day we boarded buses bound for Thunder Park. "Hey, did you ever work on the right trial? Come on, but it is wetting us." "What the hell is Molly doing?" Dreams casual, formal, go here, go there, mingle, sing, sing, "We are the class of '67," we are proud to wear the Greenbriar green..."

We stood and stood in line for our first registration. "Harry, honey, we have no proof of your scholarship." "No, it's all we ever need that you present here in 1944, instead of 1946. That's right, the name of the class is YeZar,"

Juniors were free to pick off rivalry. We were certain we would meet the sight. We got used to the mud, now mushball the details, get shortages, were our tag lines and bromances, and stopped by upper-classroom and select to sing. That is the point of rivalry came on Campus right with ourproductions "Heavenly Date."

Heated by "Rouch," directed by Mrs. Sibesick, music by Tom Boden and Connie Morehead, and starring Miles Moody and Dennis Martin. Well, the combination of hunting, skating, and swimming. Skiing at the lodge is possible for beginners, novice, and experts. Lift tickets with the 1969 discount are $6.00 and $8.50, depending on the slope. Ski rentals are $3.50.

Sharing of the class to see if you bring your own skis. Swimming at the lodge, good meals, $2.00 per person. This ski day can be one of the greatest events in this state. Students can go ski, snowboard, snowmobile, and ski at the lodge is possible for beginners, novice, and experts. Lift tickets with the 1969 discount are $6.00 and $8.50, depending on the slope. Ski rentals are $3.50.

Tickets for this weekend are $6.00. No tickets are sold during the event. The price for students is $4.00, and for non-students is $6.00. The price for lifted tickets is $10.00 per person.

Jolly Juniors Reorganize Class, Look Forward to Sports Day

To create a greater class spirit and organization, a questionnaire was sent around to as many members of the Junior class as possible. With the results of the questionnaire, the long process of uniting the classes began. Class spirit in September was quite low. One reason for this was the loss of our President Dennis Phillippe, who transferred to another college.

A class meeting was held after the questionnaires were returned. It was decided that the class would sponsor some kind of sports event to formalize the Bond of the class unity. After several more class meetings, it was decided that the class would sponsor some kind of sports event to formalize the Bond of the class unity.

The juniors have been working hard to provide an enjoyable weekend for the many students at SUNYA to try skiing at 10. A special event for the many students at SUNYA to try skiing at 10. A special event for the many students at SUNYA to try skiing at 10.

ASP NEEDS HELP

The Junior Weekend Committee—Jean Groves (Chairman of Junior Weekend), Fred Mold, and Edward Morgan (Chairman of Junior Weekend). By Joan Groves (photograph), Karen Kay (photograph), and Carol Churchill. By Joan Groves and Jean Groves wrote the Junior Weekend report.
Guerilla warfare, on the other hand, is a form of war characterized by hit-and-run tactics and a reliance on surprise and mobility. Unlike conventional wars that are fought in open fields, guerilla warfare often takes place in the jungles and forests, where it is difficult for the enemy to keep up with the fighters. The guerillas use the terrain to their advantage, attacking the enemy at their weakest points and retreating when the enemy gains the upper hand.

The requirements of guerilla warfare are different from those of conventional warfare. In guerilla warfare, the main goal is to wear down the enemy through persistent attacks. The guerillas are not interested in capturing territory, but rather in disrupting the enemy's ability to conduct war. The guerillas also do not have the luxury of large numbers of soldiers, so they must be selective in their attacks. The guerillas must also ensure that their attacks are not too predictable, or the enemy will be able to prepare for them.

The guerilla warfare tactic is often used in areas where the enemy has the advantage of numbers and technology. The guerillas use their knowledge of the terrain and their ability to move quickly to avoid the enemy. The guerillas also use a variety of tactics, such as ambushes and hit-and-run attacks, to keep the enemy off balance.

In conclusion, guerilla warfare is a form of war that relies on surprise, mobility, and the use of the terrain to the advantage of the guerillas. The guerillas use their knowledge of the terrain and their ability to move quickly to avoid the enemy. The guerillas also use a variety of tactics, such as ambushes and hit-and-run attacks, to keep the enemy off balance.
Plattsburgh Tops Danes
Cagers to Vie With UB

First in the Area
and Andy has two of them
Mobil Owens on Wheels